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-  Water and solvent-resistant precision strainer with high-tech nylon mesh 
of exact mesh size

-  designed for straining varnishes, paints and primers as well as oils, stains 
and other liquids

-  Clear identification of mesh size due to an innovative color coding system 
of the mesh

-  Suitable for varnishing and painting, in paint mixing rooms and work-
shops, on the shop floor or in laboratories

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT STRAINER super fine 125my
(blue mesh)

-  Water and solvent-resistant precision strainer with high-tech nylon mesh 
of exact mesh size

-  designed for straining varnishes, paints and primers as well as oils, stains 
and other liquids

-  Clear identification of mesh size due to an innovative color coding system 
of the mesh

-  Suitable for varnishing and painting, in paint mixing rooms and work-
shops, on the shop floor or in laboratories

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT STRAINER extra fine 150my
(turquoise mesh)

-  Water and solvent-resistant precision strainer with high-tech nylon mesh 
of exact mesh size

-  designed for straining varnishes, paints and primers as well as oils, stains 
and other liquids

-  Clear identification of mesh size due to an innovative color coding system 
of the mesh

-  Suitable for varnishing and painting, in paint mixing rooms and work-
shops, on the shop floor or in laboratories

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT STRAINER fine 190my
(yellow mesh)

E-d-SchnEllSiEb® paint StrainErS

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0110312 /
0210412

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB®

PAINT STRAINER 125my
nylon mesh, super fine

                1 box  = 4 x 125  =    500 pcs.
1 carton = 8 boxes = 4,000 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0110315 /
0210415

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT 
STRAINER 150my

nylon mesh, extra fine

                1 box  = 4 x 125  =    500 pcs.
1 carton = 8 boxes = 4,000 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0110317 /
0210419

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT 
STRAINER 190my
nylon mesh, fine

                1 box  = 4 x 125  =    500 pcs.
1 carton = 8 boxes = 4,000 pcs.
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-  Water and solvent-resistant precision strainer with high-tech nylon mesh 
  of exact mesh size

-   designed for straining varnishes, paints and primers as well as oils,  
 stains and other liquids

-   Clear identification of mesh size due to an innovative color coding  
 system of the mesh

-   Suitable for varnishing and painting, in paint mixing rooms and work 
 shops, on the shop floor or in laboratories

(oranges mesh)

-  Water and solvent-resistant precision strainer with high-tech nylon mesh 
  of exact mesh size

-   designed for straining varnishes, paints and primers as well as oils,  
 stains and other liquids

-   Clear identification of mesh size due to an innovative color coding  
 system of the mesh

-   Suitable for varnishing and painting, in paint mixing rooms and work 
 shops, on the shop floor or in laboratories

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT STRAINER coarse 1000my
(white mesh)

-   adjustable tripod made of solvent-resistant material

-   Suitable for 0.5 to 10 liter containers with a max. Ø 30cm; regardless  
 of its shape and material: if metal or plastic, if circular, angular or oval

-   E-d-SchnEllSiEbE® paint StrainErS are hold above the container, 
 ot submerged in the liquid

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT STRAINER HOLDER

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT STRAINER medium 260my

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0110326 /
0210426

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT 
STRAINER 260my

nylon mesh, medium

                1 box  = 4 x 125  =    500 pcs.
1 carton = 8 boxes = 4,000 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0111000
E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT 

STRAINER 1000my
nylon mesh, coarse

                1 box  = 4 x 125  =    500 pcs.
1 carton = 8 boxes = 4,000 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1360001 E-D-SCHNELLSIEB®

PAINT STRAINER HOLDER
10 pcs. in 1 box
25 pcs. in 1 box
50 pcs. in 1 box
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-  Safe and clean storage and dispenser system for all E-d-SchnEllSiEb® 

paint StrainErS directly at the workstation

-  Minimizes risk of external contamination with e. g. dirt and dust

-  Enhances process reliability and reduces costs

-  diminishes the possibility of quality loss in the work results and eliminates 
the risk of expensive rework

E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT STRAINER DISPENSER

E-d-SchnEllSiEb® paint StrainErS

How to use the new E-D-SCHNELLSIEB® PAINT STRAINER DISPENSER

place the sealed plastic bag 
containing the E-D-SCHNELL-
SIEB® PAINT STRAINERS in 
the dispenser with the dispen-
sing tab of the strainers poin-
ting forward.

close the hinged door of the 
dispenser and tear the pro-
tection foil at the perforation. 
then reach through the top 
and pull the foil upward.

close the top lid and dispen-
se one strainer at a time by 
pulling it downwards using 
the dispensing tab. the 
mesh size is easily identifiable 
thanks to the different color 
codes.

the entire system prevents contamination, enhances process reliability and allows for perfect 
straining and cleaning of various liquids for excellent and flawless results.

Clean and precise: The nylon mesh series

190my, fine, yellow125my, super fine, blue 260my, medium, orange 1000my, coarse, white150my, extra fine, turquoise

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1100001 E-D-SCHNELLSIEB®

PAINT STRAINER DISPENSER
                                   1 box = 1 piece

1 carton = 4 boxes = 4 pcs.
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-  Water and solvent-resistant precision strainer made of high-tech nylon 
  mesh with exact mesh size and an elastic, stretchable opening

-  designed for straining large quantities of varnishes, paints and primers of  
 all types as well as oils, stains and other liquids

-  Suitable for containers holding up to 15 liters with a max. Ø 40cm

-  Especially designed for varnishing and painting in the industrial and crafts 
  sectors

E-D-STRAINER BAG 400my

-  precision strainer made of water and solvent-resistant materials,  
 with nylon mesh of exact mesh size

-  designed for straining varnishes and paints of all types

-  Fits gravity feed spray guns from various manufacturers

E-D-GRAVITY-CUP-STRAINER 250my  
for gravity feed spray guns

-  precision strainer made of water and solvent-resistant materials, with nylon  
 mesh of exact mesh size

-  designed for straining varnishes, paints and primers of all types as well as 
  oils, stains and other liquids; reusable after thorough cleaning

-  Especially for varnishing and painting in the industrial and crafts sectors

-  Upon request, also available in different mesh sizes

E-D-STRAINING-FUNNEL 160my

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0100400 E-D-STRAINER BAG 400my
nylon mesh, medium-coarse

                                 1 box     =   25 pcs.
1 carton = 4 boxes = 100 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0120250
E-D-GRAVITY-CUP-
STRAINER 250my

nylon mesh, medium

                                   1 bag   =   10 pcs.
1 carton = 10 bags = 100 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0120160
E-D-STRAINING-FUNNEL 

160my
nylon mesh, extra fine

                                  1 bag =   10 pcs.
1 carton = 10 bags = 100 pcs.
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Mixing and decanting

E-D-MIXING-CUP System
-  high-quality disposable mixing cups, available in four sizes
 (400ml, 650ml, 1300ml, 2230ml)

-  Facilitates precise mixing and storing of paints and varnishes of all types

-  clear and transparent design with explicit scale markings for mixing ratios  
 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, 6:1, 7:1, 8:1, 9:1, 10:1

-  Made of non-toxic polypropylene (pp) – antistatic, skin-tolerant, food-safe

-  Flexible while also very robust material with a smooth, non-slip surface; stackable

E-D-PLASTIC-CUP System
-  high-quality plastic cups, available in four sizes (400ml, 650ml, 1300ml, 2230ml)

-  Facilitates mixing, decanting and storing of liquids of all types

- Fully transparent and without any scale markings

-  Made of non-toxic polypropylene (pp) – antistatic, skin-tolerant, food-safe

-  Flexible while also very robust material with a smooth, non-slip surface; stackable

LIDS for E-D-MIXING-CUP and
E-D-PLASTIC-CUP Systems
- Lids in four sizes (fitting 400ml, 650ml, 1300ml, 2230ml cups) for safe and air-tight  
 sealing of E-d-MiXing-cupS and E-d-plaStic-cupS

-  Facilitating long-term storage of paints and varnishes of all types as well as of  
 other liquid and solid products

-  Made of non-toxic polypropylene (pp) – antistatic, skin-tolerant, food-safe

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1160400
1160650
1161300
1162230

E-D-MIXING-CUPS
      400ml, scaling   325ml
      650ml, scaling   550ml

1300ml, scaling 1100ml
2230ml, scaling 1950ml

1 box = 200 pcs. / 1 pallet = 72 boxes = 14,400 pcs.
1 box = 200 pcs. / 1 pallet = 40 boxes =   8,000 pcs.
1 box = 200 pcs. / 1 pallet = 24 boxes =   4,800 pcs.
1 box = 200 pcs. / 1 pallet = 24 boxes =   3,600 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1160400oS
1160650oS
1161300oS
1162230oS

E-D-PLASTIC-CUPS
  400ml, no scale markings
  650ml, no scale markings
1300ml, no scale markings
2230ml, no scale markings

1 box = 200 pcs. / 1 pallet = 72 boxes = 14,400 pcs.
1 box = 200 pcs. / 1 pallet = 40 boxes =   8,000 pcs.
1 box = 200 pcs. / 1 pallet = 24 boxes =   4,800 pcs.
1 box = 200 pcs. / 1 pallet = 24 boxes =   3,600 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1160401
1160651
1161301
1162231

LIDS for E-D-MIXING-CUP and 
E-D-PLASTIC-CUP Systems

  400ml, unprinted
  650ml, unprinted
1300ml, unprinted
2230ml, unprinted

1 bag = 50 pcs. / 1 box = 10 bags = 500 pcs.
1 bag = 50 pcs. / 1 box = 10 bags = 500 pcs.

   1 bag = 50 pcs. / 1 box =   8 bags = 400 pcs.
   1 bag = 50 pcs. / 1 box =   8 bags = 400 pcs.
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E-D-MIXING-PADDLES
-  Stirrers made of solvent-resistant plastic with low mixing-resistance for an even  
 distribution of sinking particles and fast mixing

-  For fast, clean and thorough stirring and mixing of paints and varnishes of all  
 types as well as primers, oil emulsions, stains and other liquids

-  Made of non-toxic polypropylene (PP) – fiber-free, antistatic, skin-tolerant, food-safe

-  Clean storage in dispenser box and easy to remove from dispenser flap

E-D-TOUCH-UP-BOTTLES
-  clear and transparent touch-up bottles made of solvent resistant plastic and with  
 a small brush, available in one size (20ml)

-  designed for applying and storing paints of all types

-  Including wipe cap, label, filling funnel and small ball to shake up content

-  Set up ready-for-use with brush and ball, 100 bottles arranged in a reclosable case-box

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors as well as for diY work

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0999978 E-D-TOUCH-UP-BOTTLES
20ml, ready-for-use

                                1 box      = 100 pcs.
1 carton = 8 boxes = 800 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

09350303 E-D-MIXING-PADDLE small
length 20cm, black

                         1 dispenser box =    500 pcs.
1 carton = 4 dispenser boxes = 2,000 pcs.

09480303 E-D-MIXING-PADDLE large
length 30cm, black

                          1 dispenser box  =    125 pcs.
    1 carton = 4 dispenser boxes =    500 pcs.
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E-D-PAINT-CANS
-  high-quality cans made of tinplate with a standard Ø 99mm, available in three  
 standard sizes (500ml, 750ml, 1000ml)

-  depending on the internal coating, designed for mixing, decanting and storing  
 of liquids of all kinds as well as solid products

-  available without internal coating for products containing solvents or protected  
 with internal coating (base, body, ring) for products containing water

-  Suitable for paint mixing machines

-  lids separately available in a standard size for safe and air-tight sealing

LIDS for E-D-PAINT-CANS
-  lids made of tinplate in a standard size for safe and air-tight sealing of  
 E-d-paint-canS of sizes 500ml, 750ml, 1000ml

-  depending on the internal coating, suitable for long-term storage of paints and  
 varnishes of all types as well as other liquid and solid products

-  available without internal coating for products containing solvents or protected  
 with internal coating for products containing water

E-D-POUR-SPOUT
-  attachment made of transparent, solvent-resistant plastic for E-d-paint-canS  
 of sizes 500ml, 750ml, 1000ml

-  designed for non-drip pouring and decanting of varnishes, paints and primers  
 of all types as well as oils, stains and other liquids

-  Made of non-toxic polypropylene (pp) – antistatic, skin-tolerant, food-safe

-  Suitable for varnishing and painting, in paint mixing rooms and workshops,  
 on the shop floor or in laboratories

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1180500
1180750
1181000

E-D-PAINT-CANS
uncoated, no lid

  500ml, Ø 99mm, height  80mm      
  750ml, Ø 99mm, height 119mm
1000ml, Ø 99mm, height 155mm

1 bag = 144 pcs. / 1 pallet = 12 bags = 1,728 pcs.
 1 bag =   96 pcs. / 1 pallet = 12 bags = 1,152 pcs.
 1 bag =   72 pcs. / 1 pallet = 12 bags =    864 pcs.

1180501
1180751
1181001

E-D-PAINT-CANS
with internal coating, no lid

  500ml, Ø 99mm, height  80mm      
  750ml, Ø 99mm, height 119mm
1000ml, Ø 99mm, height 155mm

1 bag = 144 pcs. / 1 pallet = 12 bags = 1,728 pcs.
 1 bag =   96 pcs. / 1 pallet = 12 bags = 1,152 pcs.
 1 bag =   72 pcs. / 1 pallet = 12 bags =    864 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1180000
LIDS for E-D-PAINT-CANS 

  uncoated,
for cans with Ø 99mm

                               1 bag  =      75 pcs.
1 box = 14 bags = 1,050 pcs.

1180001
LIDS for E-D-PAINT-CANS 

with internal coating,
for cans with Ø 99mm

                              1 bag   =      75 pcs.
1 box = 14 bags  = 1,050 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1151000
E-D-POUR-SPOUT

for E-d-paint-canS
sizes 500ml, 750ml, 1000ml

                                   1 bag   =   20 pcs.
1 carton = 40 bags = 800 pcs.
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E-D-PAINT-BUCKET
-  high-quality plastic bucket (white) with bails available in two sizes  
 (10.8 and 16.0 liters)

-  designed for mixing and decanting of liquids of all kinds

-  Made of non-toxic polypropylene (pp) – antistatic, skin-tolerant, food-safe 

-  Very robust material with a smooth, non-slip surface; stackable

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1170108

E-D-PAINT-BUCKET 10.8 liters
Ø 279mm top,

Ø 252mm bottom, height 
220mm

1 pallet = 450 pcs.

1170160

E-D-PAINT-BUCKET 16.0 liters
Ø 306mm top,

Ø 288mm bottom, height 
255mm

1 pallet = 288 pcs.
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E-D-TACK-CLOTH Eversoft® #23
-  High-quality, finely woven cloth made of synthetic material (white); pleasantly  
 soft and mildly impregnated

-  Specifically designed for use with the latest coating technologies;  
 still suitable for all types of paints

-  low-tack; non-drying, antistatic, wax and silicone-free, skin-tolerant and non-toxic

-  For long-lasting dust removal before varnishing and painting works as well as  
 in industrial cleaning

-  Single packed, easy and clean to remove from the convenient dispenser box
 

E-D-TACK-CLOTH Eversoft® #10
-  High-quality, finely woven cloth made of 100% cotton (white); impregnated

-  Specifically designed for use with conventional coating systems;  
 still suitable for all types of paints

-  Medium-tack; non-drying, antistatic, wax and silicone-free, skin-tolerant and  
 non-toxic

-  For long-lasting dust removal before varnishing and painting works as well as  
 in industrial cleaning

-  Single packed, easy and clean to remove from the convenient dispenser box

E-D-TACK-CLOTH Eversoft® #05
-  Coarse mesh cloth made of 100% cotton (white); impregnated

-  Specifically designed for use with conventional coating systems;  
 still suitable for all types of paints

-  Medium-tack; non-drying, antistatic, wax and silicone-free, skin-tolerant and  
 non-toxic

-  For long-lasting dust removal before varnishing and painting works as well as  
 in industrial cleaning

-  Single packed

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0850402

E-D-TACK-CLOTH
Eversoft® #23

single packed, 46cm x 46cm,
folded 11cm x 13cm

                          1 dispenser box =      20 pcs.
       1 box = 8 dispenser boxes =    160 pcs.
   1 carton =                    8 boxes = 1,280 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0850202

E-D-TACK-CLOTH
Eversoft® #10

single packed, 92cm x 46cm,
folded 11cm x 13cm

                          1 dispenser box =      20 pcs.
       1 box = 8 dispenser boxes =    160 pcs.
   1 carton =                    8 boxes = 1,280 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0850102

E-D-TACK-CLOTH
Eversoft® #05

single packed, 81cm x 46cm,
folded 11cm x13cm

                                    1 bag =        5 pcs.
              1 box =   20 bags =    100 pcs.

1 carton = 10 boxes = 1,000 pcs.
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HOW TO USE E-D-TACK-CLOTHS

The result: 
A perfectly clean and smooth surface without any particles.

Step 1:
remove the E-d-tacK-cloth from its packaging.

Step 2:
unfold it completely. 

Step 3:
Form a soft, loose and smooth ball out of the unfolded
E-d-tacK-cloth.

Step 4:
hold the ball in your hands as shown in order to assure that 
hands and fingertips are fully covered.

Step 5:
carefully slide the E-D-TACK-CLOTH over the surface
WITHOUT any pressure and without any rubbing.  
all dust and dirt particles are fully removed from the surface 
and are sustainably kept in the tacky mesh.

1

2

3

4

5
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E-D-TACK-CLOTH Eversoft® #05/50 – INDUSTRY
-  Coarse mesh cloth made of 100% cotton (white); impregnated

-  Specifically designed for use with conventional coating systems;  
 still suitable for all types of paints

-  Medium-tack; non-drying, antistatic, wax and silicone-free,  
 skin-tolerant and non-toxic

-  For long-lasting dust removal in industrial cleaning; still suitable before  
 varnishing and painting works

-  bulk pack of 50 pcs.

E-D-TACK-CLOTH Blend Prep
-  non-woven cloth made of synthetic material (blue); impregnated

-  Specifically designed for use with water-based coating systems;  
 still suitable for all types of paints

-  low-tack; non-drying, antistatic, wax and silicone-free, skin-tolerant and non-toxic

-  For long-lasting dust removal before varnishing and painting works as well as  
 in industrial cleaning

-  Single packed, easy and clean to remove from the convenient dispenser box

E-D-TACK-CLOTH Blend Prep – INDUSTRY
-  non-woven cloth made of synthetic material (blue); impregnated

-  Specifically designed for use with water-based coating systems;  
 still suitable for all types of paints

-  low-tack; non-drying, antistatic, wax and silicone-free,  
 skin-tolerant and non-toxic

-  For long-lasting dust removal in industrial cleaning;  
 still suitable before varnishing and painting works

-  bulk pack of 72 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0850103

E-D-TACK-CLOTH
Eversoft® #05/50 – INDUSTRY

bulk pack, 81cm x 46cm,
folded 24cm x 20cm

                                 1 pack   =      50 pcs.
1 carton = 25 packs = 1,250 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0850802

E-D-TACK-CLOTH
Blend Prep

single packed, 46cm x 23cm,
folded 11cm x 13cm

                         1 dispenser box =      20 pcs.
       1 box = 8 dispenser boxes =    160 pcs.
   1 carton =                     8 boxes = 1,280 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0850805

E-D-TACK-CLOTH
Blend Prep – INDUSTRY
bulk pack, 46cm x 23cm,

unfolded

                                 1 pack  =      72 pcs.
                 1 box = 2 packs  =    144 pcs.

1 carton = 8 boxes = 1,152 pcs.
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E-D-TACK-CLOTH Full Cover – Waved
-  high-quality cloth made of a waved cotton-viscose composite (natural colored),  
 multi-layered, one-sidedly sewn, soft and non-slip surface; impregnated

-  Specifically designed for use with conventional coating systems;  
 still suitable for all types of paints

-  Medium-tack; non-drying, antistatic, wax and silicone-free,  
 skin-tolerant and non-toxic

-  For long-lasting dust removal before varnishing and painting works as well as  
 in industrial cleaning

-  Single packed

E-D-DUST-REMOVAL-GLOVE
-  Disposable glove made of 100% recyclable polypropylene (white); electrostatic

-  For dust removal on smooth surfaces (coated / uncoated) such as plastic,  
 wood, glass, metal or leather

-  to be used as is without additional cleaning products

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, for diY work and household cleaning

E-D-MICROFIBER-CLOTH
-  High-quality cloth (blue) made of soft microfiber, 80% polyester, 20% polyamide

-  open structure causes high level of absorption of liquids and dirt

-  Suitable for all types of varnishes and especially for finishing and polishing work

-  Machine washable, reusable

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, for diY work and household cleaning 

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0850106

E-D-TACK-CLOTH
Full Cover – Waved

single packed, 91cm x 82cm,
folded 10cm x 20cm

                                    1 box =    100 pcs.
1 carton = 12 boxes = 1,200 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0840100 E-D-DUST-REMOVAL-GLOVE
21.5cm x 16cm

                                   1 bag =      20 pcs.
                 1 box = 10 bags =    200 pcs.

1 carton = 8 boxes = 1,600 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0860200
E-D-MICROFIBER-CLOTH

40cm x 40cm,
folded 20cm x 20cm

                                    1 bag =   20 pcs.
1 carton = 10 bags = 200 pcs.
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E-D-CLEAN-COVER
-  High-quality, self-adhesive masking film in leight grey, available in three sizes  
 (100cm x 25m, 60cm x 25m, 60cm x 10m)

-  Designed for covering and protecting workshop floors, work benches and scales

-  paint and solvent resistant, lint-free, very tear-resistant and durable

-  rear side: self-adhesive, ensures safe grip

-  top side: special anti-slip surface

-  not for use in „atEX-Zones“ 1, 2, 20, 21 and 22

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1622025
1622625
1622610

E-D-CLEAN-COVER 
100cm x 25m
  60cm x 25m
  60cm x 10m

                      1 pallet = 30 rolls
                      1 pallet = 30 rolls
                      1 pallet = 30 rolls

E-D-SPECIAL-FOIL „FIDIAMID“,  
highly heat-resistant
-  high-quality and heat-resistant (up to 230°c) special foils, covers, tubes and bags  
 presenting an execellent level of chemical resistance. available in various  
 dimensions and material thicknesses.

-  For a wide range of applications, e. g.
 •  as coverage for workparts not to be coated or harmed during paint application  
   and drying processes
 •  disposing of particles and powders in a dustfree manner after (powder) coating  
   processes
 •  processing hot-filling of bitumen
 •  protecting lutings, gluten and sealing mass against drying up and hardening in  
   chemical and/or construction indsutry

-  heat-resistant up to 230°c

-  Extremely durable and tear-resistant, avaiable in various dimensions and material   
 thicknesses

-  Producible as flat sheet films, covers, tubes or bags (welded or clip-locked)

-  Certified according to EN 13463-1:2002, appendix C for the use in connection with   
 distillers

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors as well as r&d areas
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E-D-MASKING-PAPER
-  high-quality, dust-free masking paper with a smooth and dense lining on one 
  side to prevent leakage of water or solvent-based paints; available in five sizes 
 (21/37.5/60/90/120cm x 300m)

-  designed for covering and protecting vehicle parts as well as workparts in  
 machine building, engineering and wood processing prior to paint application

-  grammage of approx. 50 g/m²; excellent absorption characteristics, smooth  
 and plain surface processed, durable and easy to cut

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially for spray painting

E-D-MASKING-PAPER, self-adhesive
-  high-quality, self-adhesive and dust-free masking paper with a smooth and 
 dense lining on one side to prevent leakage of water or solvent-based paints;  
 available in four sizes (7.5/15/22.5/30cm x 50m) 

-  Designed for covering and protecting floors, windows, door frames, vehicle  
 parts as well as other workparts prior to paint application

-  grammage of approx. 50 g/m²; fully coated rear ensures safe grip, easy to  
 remove and to refix, smooth and plain surface processed and durable

-  not for use in „atEX-Zones“ 1, 2, 20, 21 and 22

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors as well as for diY work

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1420750b
1421500b
1422000b
1423000b

E-D-MASKING-PAPER, self-adhesive 
7,5cm x 50m
15cm x 50m
22cm x 50m
30cm x 50m

1 box = 24 rolls
1 box = 12 rolls
1 box =   9 rolls
1 box = 20 rolls

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1460210
1460375
1460600
1460900
1461200

E-D-MASKING-PAPER
   21cm x 300m, 50 gr/m²
37.5cm x 300m, 50 gr/m²
   60cm x 300m, 50 gr/m²
   90cm x 300m, 50 gr/m²
 120cm x 300m, 50 gr/m²

1 pallet = 150 rolls
1 pallet =  90 rolls
1 pallet =  66 rolls
1 pallet =  33 rolls
1 pallet =  33 rolls
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E-D-FLOOR-COVER
-  Safe and non-slip cover for all floors, made from dust and lint-free  
 material (non-woven); non-conductive

-  Designed for protecting floors from contamination with liquids and dirt

-  Fast distribution and absorption of liquids due to the characteristic  
 honeycomb structure of the top layer

-  Highly absorbent middle layer holds liquids with long-lasting effect

-  Fully non-slip coated bottom layer ensures safe grip

-  liquid-tight, environmentally friendly, reusable

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors as well as for diY work

E-D-TACK-MAT
-  Efficient cover for all floors, made from heavy-duty synthetic material;  
 non-conductive

-  prevents contamination with dirt, dust and micro-organisms prior to entering  
 rooms and cleanroom areas with long-lasting effect

-  consisting of 30 individually removable and numbered synthetic tacky layers  
 with a total thickness of 1.5 cm

-  tacky layers are totally plain and allow full-surface usability due to borderless  
 edges

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors as well as in research and public  
 facilities

Item# Description     Packaging Unit

1620112 E-D-FLOOR-COVER
non-woven, on roll, 100cm x 12m

                            1 bag =   1 roll
   1/2 pallet = 18 rolls

                        1 pallet = 36 rolls

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1620200 E-D-TACK-MAT
115cm x 45cm x 1.5cm, white 

                         1 mat = 30 layers
                     1 carton =   4 mats
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E-D-SLIM-TAPE
-  High-performance masking tape made of a very thin, flexible and water-resistant  
 paper band with an even spread of adhesive; available in one standard size of 
 19mm x 50m

-  designed for precise masking, especially of sharp edges and curves with small  
 radii on surfaces made of metal, plastic or rubber

-  Elastic, flexible and easily removable; excellent cornering; hardly any paint edges  
 when varnishing

-  temperature resistant up to approx. 100°c (212°F), uV-resistant for up to 60 days

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially for spray painting

E-D-FINELINE-TAPE
-  High-performance masking tape made of a very thin, flexible and water-resistant  
 PVC material with an even spread of adhesive; available in five regular and partly  
 very small sizes (3/6/9/12/19mm x 55m)

-  designed for precise masking, especially of sharp edges and curves with small  
 radii on surfaces made of metal, plastic or rubber

-  Elastic, flexible and easily removable; excellent cornering; hardly any paint edges  
 when varnishing

-  temperature resistant up to approx. 150°c (302°F) for approx.  
 1 hour, short-term uV-resistant

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially for spray painting

E-D-DUCT-TAPE
-  high-performance adhesive tape with linen texture made of a water-resistant  
 polyethylene (pE)-cotton composite with an even spread of natural rubber adhesive; 
  available in two sizes (38mm x 50m, 50mm x 50m)

-  designed for air-tight sealing of packaging, drill holes, gaps and joints as well as for   
 fixing masking material on rugged surfaces such as brick or stone work and plastering; 
  also suitable as abrasion protection

-  Extremely durable and easy to remove; temperature resistant up to approx. 
   80°c (176°F) for approx. 3 hours

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors as well as for diY work

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1401950 E-D-SLIM-TAPE
19mm x 50m, yellow

               1 bag = 12 rolls
1 box = 4 bags = 48 rolls

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1410355 
1410655 
1410955 
1411255
1411955

E-D-FINELINE-TAPE 
  3mm x 55m, green
  6mm x 55m, green
  9mm x 55m, green
12mm x 55m, green
19mm x 55m, green

1 box = 165 rolls
                        1 box =   90 rolls
                        1 box =   60 rolls
                        1 box =   45 rolls
                        1 box =   30 rolls

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1453850 E-D-DUCT-TAPE
38mm x 50m, silver-gray

                                   1 bag =   1 roll
1 box = 24 bags = 24 rolls

1455050 E-D-DUCT-TAPE
50mm x 50m, silver-gray

                                   1 bag =   1 roll
1 box = 18 bags = 18 rolls
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E-D-TACKY-COATING
-  High-quality transparent and tacky protective film, water-based; designed for
 use on walls of spray booths and spraying stations; ready for immediate use

-  intended for the long-lasting bonding of dust and dirt as well as for the protection  
 of surfaces from paint overspray and other particles

-  Easy to apply and remove; highly efficient, no drying period necessary,
 thus instant protection

-  due to its water-based characteristics, not suitable for use on surfaces
 susceptible to rust

E-D-STRIPPABLE-COATING “W”
-  high-quality white strippable coating, solvent-based and with thixotrope
 characteristics that reduce runs and drips; ready for immediate use

-  designed for use on smooth and clean surfaces made of metal as well as
 spray booth walls made of stainless, galvanized or zinc plated steel or aluminum

-  Especially suitable for surfaces susceptible to rust but not suitable for use
 on plastic, on painted or other solvent sensitive surfaces

-  intended for the protection of surfaces from paint overspray and other particles

-  Easy to apply and remove; highly efficient, heat-resistant up to 80°C (176°F),
 reliable protection after a short drying period

-  Caution: This product contains toluol and is highly flammable

Important Note:
prior to using any type of liquid protective coatings, it is obligatory to run a test on a surface of ± 
0.5m² to 1m², especially on varnished surfaces or surfaces made of plastic. this precaution will 
ensure that the product is suitable for the intended use within the given work environment. it 
also ensures that the surface remains undamaged and that the film is easy to remove.

Read and follow application instructions as well as material safety data sheets careful-
ly before use.
   Storage: Store in a cool and dry place. avoid direct sunlight.
   prevent freezing. Keep containers closed.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1613005 E-D-TACKY-COATING
water-based, transparent, 5 liters

                          1 canister =   5 liters
                             1 carton =   4 canisters

1/2 pallet = 15 cartons = 60 canisters

1613025 E-D-TACKY-COATING
water-based, transparent, 25 liters

                         1 canister = 25 liters
                          1/2 pallet = 12 canisters
                              1 pallet = 24 canisters

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1613325 E-D-STRIPPABLE-COATING “W”
solvent-based, white

                    1 drum = 25 liters
1/2 pallet = 11 drums

                    1 pallet = 22 drums
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E-D-PEELABLE-COATING “T”
-  high-quality transparent peelable coating, water-based and with thixotrope
 characteristics that reduce runs and drips; ready for immediate use

-  Specifically designed for use on all smooth glass surfaces as well as on
 other similar smooth surfaces

-  Especially suitable for surfaces that are not solvent-resistant

-  due to its water-based characteristics, not suitable for use on surfaces
 susceptible to rust

-  intended for the protection of surfaces from paint overspray and other particles

-  Easy to apply and remove; highly efficient, reliable protection after a short
 drying period

E-D-PEELABLE-COATING “W”
-  high-quality white peelable coating, water-based and with thixotrope
 characteristics that reduce runs and drips; ready for immediate us

-  designed for use on almost all types of spray booth walls and especially
 suitable for surfaces that are not solvent-resistant

-  due to its water-based characteristics, not suitable for use on surfaces 
 susceptible to rust

-  intended for the protection of surfaces from paint overspray and other particles

-  Easy to apply and remove; highly efficient, reliable protection after a short
 drying period

E-D-DUST-TRAP-COATING
-  transparent water-based liquid that once applied and dried creates a static
 film on the floor; ready for immediate use

-  regularly applied on even ground, dirt and dust particles will coagulate and
 cling to the film with long-lasting effect

-  Suitable in all work environments where dust causes problems, such as in
 paint spray booths, at sanding workstations, in computer and server rooms etc.

-  Along with the dried film, the gathered dust and dirt can easily be
 removed through sweeping

-  Easy to apply and remove; highly efficient, no drying period necessary,
 thus instant protection

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1613225 E-D-PEELABLE-COATING “T”
water-based, transparent

              1 canister = 25 liters
1/2 pallet = 12 canisters
   1 pallet = 24 canisters

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1613125 E-D-PEELABLE-COATING “W”
water-based, white

              1 canister = 25 liters
1/2 pallet = 12 canisters
   1 pallet = 24 canisters

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1612005 E-D-DUST-TRAP-COATING
water-based, transparent

                       1 canister =   5 liters
                          1 carton =   4 canisters
1/2 pallet = 15 cartons = 60 canisters
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E-D-OVEN-COATING
-  high-quality water-based polymer emulsion to be applied inside drying ovens; 
  ready for immediate use

-  designed for the long-lasting bonding of dust and dirt as well as for the 
 protection of walls from other particles

-  due to its water-based properties, not suitable for use on surfaces  
 susceptible to rust

-  Easy to apply; highly efficient, heat-resistant up to 165°C (329°F),
  reliable protection after a short drying period

SATA Approved:
all products presenting the “SATA Approved” icon were thoroughly tes-
ted by the Sata gmbh & co. Kg in terms of handling and application per-
formance while using well established Sata spray tools. the products tes-
ted were classified as “very good” regarding the factors scrutinized.

All spray tests were conducted with the maximum pressure specified for 
each spray gun type respectively. all technical advises based on these 
tests are available upon request.

E-D-MULTI-PURPOSE-CLEANER
-  high-performance alkaline cleaning liquid, undiluted; dilute with water before use

-  designed for fast and long-lasting removal of contaminants, such as oils,
 greases and alkaline-soluble protective waxes as well as dusts and traffic dirt

-  Especially suitable for cleaning drying ovens coated with E-d-oVEn-coating, 
 spray booth walls and glass surfaces as well as engine housings, chassis,
 car bodies, underbodies etc.

-  caution: corrosive product; wearing appropriate personal protective equipment 
 is obligatory when using it

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1613525
E-D-MULTI-PURPOSE-CLEANER

alkaline undiluted cleaning liquid,
to be diluted with water

            1 canister = 25 liters
1/2 pallet = 12 canisters

                1 pallet = 24 canisters

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1613425 E-D-OVEN-COATING
water-based, transparent

              1 canister = 25 liters
1/2 pallet = 12 canisters
   1 pallet = 24 canisters
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E-D-EASY-TAP for booth protection products
-  hands-on tap made of solvent resistant plastic

-  Facilitates precise and clean decanting and filling booth protection products  
 of al kinds as well as other loquids

-  Made of non-toxic polyethylene (pE) – handy, antistatic, skin-tolerant

-  Suitable for all canisters with an opening of 61mm Ø

-  Flow opening ca. 9mm Ø

-  perfect decanting of E-d-booth-protEction products
 

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1613000

E-D-EASY-TAP  
for booth protection products

main opening 61mm Ø,  
flow opening ca. 9mm Ø

     1 box = 25 pcs.
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PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM for booth protection
-  high-performance pressure tank made of steel with a manual stirring device, 
  available in three sizes (10 liters, 20 liters, 40 liters), mounted on four wheels  
 with a convenient handle bar for easy transport; max. pressure: 4.1 bar

-  Especially intended for use with E-d-tacKY-coating, E-d-StrippablE- 
 COATING “W”, E-D-PEELABLE-COATING “T”, E-D-PEELABLE-COATING “W” and  
 E-d-oVEn-coating as well as with other solvent or water-based liquids;  
 easily attachable to the compressed air supply and the spray gun

-  Equipped with a dual control regulator (air pressure, material pressure),  
 safety valve, removable inner container made of aluminum as well as four  
 wing screws for safe and air-tight sealing of the lid

-  a hose pair of 7.5m in length is only included as a standard feature in the 
 „small“ version (10 liters)

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially for spray painting

AIR/MATERIAL HOSE for
PRESSURE TANK SYSTEMS
-  high-performance twin hose for air as well as material supply, made of
 solvent-resistant plastic (polyurethane); max. pressure: 8.5 bar

-  Intended for use with PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM “small” (10 liters),
 “medium” (20 liters) and “large” (40 liters)

-  twin hose consists of a transparent material carrying hose  
 (with 5/16″ connection, inner Ø 8mm, material thickness 1.3mm) and a colored  
 air hose (3/8″ connection, inner Ø 6.5mm, material thickness 1.8mm),  
 each 7.5m in length

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially for spray painting

Figure:
PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM “medium”

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1640010 PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM  “small”
10 liters, incl. hose pair 1 carton = 1 piece

1640020 PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM  “medium”
20 liters, without hose pair 1 carton = 1 piece

1640040 PRESSURE TANK SYSTEM  “large”
40 liters, without hose pair 1 carton = 1 piece

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1640001
AIR/MATERIAL HOSE

for PRESSURE TANK SYSTEMS,
twin hose of 7.5m in length

1 carton = 1 piece
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SUCTION FEED SPRAY GUN for booth protection
-  high-performance and solid spray gun with a Ø 3.0mm nozzle and a
 connector for use with all common suction feed cups made of plastic or metal

-  needle, air valve and nozzle are made of stainless steel

-  Especially intended for use with E-d-tacKY-coating, E-d-StrippablE-
 COATING “W”, E-D-PEELABLE-COATING “T”, E-D-PEELABLE-COATING “W” and  
 E-d-oVEn-coating as well as with other solvent or water-based liquids;  
 easily attachable to the compressed air supply and pressure tank

-  perfect for use with the prESSurE tanK SYStEM for booth protection

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially for spray painting

NOZZLE KIT 3.0mm for SUCTION FEED SPRAY GUN
-  nozzle Kit for Suction FEEd SpraY gun

-  needle, air valve and nozzle are made of stainless steel

-  nozzle with Ø 3.0 mm

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1641030
NOZZLE KIT 3.0mm 

for SUCTION FEED SPRAY GUN,
made of stainless steel

1 carton = 1 set

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1641001
SUCTION FEED SPRAY GUN

for booth protection,
with Ø 3.0mm nozzle

1 carton = 1 piece
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E-D-DISPOSABLE-FUNNEL
-  Water and solvent-resistant one-time use paper funnel

-  designed for non-drip pouring and decanting of varnishes, paints and  
 primers of all types as well as oils, stains and other liquids

-  height = 10.5cm, Ø top = 10cm, Ø bottom = 1.2cm

-  Suitable for varnishing and painting, in paint mixing rooms and workshops,
  on the shop floor or in laboratories

E-D-SPREADERS Plastic, yellow
-  High-quality spreaders made of flexible and solvent-resistant plastic;
 available in 4 sizes (6.5cm x 11cm, 10cm x 7cm, 13cm x 8cm, 15cm x 9cm)

-  Designed for applying and spreading filler and sealant precisely

-  Made of non-toxic polyethylene (pE) – handy, antistatic, skin-tolerant

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in car body and
 paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building and diY work

E-D-RUBBER-SPREADER (Squeegee)
-  Very elastic, highly flexible rubber spreader with high mechanical resistance; 
 available in one standard size of 10cm x 7cm

-  Designed for applying and spreading filler and sealant precisely

-  Especially suitable for modeling work that involves delicate shapes and curves

-  creates very smooth surfaces; handy and skin-tolerant

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in car body and
 paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building and diY work

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0102112 E-D-DISPOSABLE-FUNNEL
plain, no imprint

                               1 bag =    250 pcs.
1 box = 4 bags = 1,000 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1360100 E-D-SPREADERS “Junior”
6.5cm x 11cm, yellow 1 box = 100 pcs.

1360101 E-D-SPREADERS “Standard”
10cm x 7cm, yellow 1 box = 100 pcs.

1360102 E-D-SPREADERS “Large”
13cm x 8cm, yellow 1 box = 100 pcs.

1360103 E-D-SPREADERS “Giant”
15cm x 9cm, yellow 1 box = 100 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1360108
E-D-RUBBER-SPREADER

(Squeegee)
10cm x 7cm, white

                                   1 box =   20 pcs.
1 carton = 20 boxes = 400 pcs.
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E-D-METAL-SPREADER-SET (Japanese spatula)
-  Spreader set made of 0.3mm tempered spring steel with plastic grip attached; 
  available in 4 sizes (5cm x 9cm, 8cm x 12cm, 10cm x 12cm, 12cm x 12cm)

-  Designed for applying and spreading filler and sealant precisely

-  Solvent-resistant, flexible, handy

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting, 
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building  
 and diY work

E-D-SANDING-BLOCK Cork, angular
-  light, rectangular cork block;
 available in one standard size of 10.5cm x 6cm x 2.5cm

-  designed for hand sanding surfaces made of metal, wood or plastic

-  plain sanding surface with angular edges; suitable for wet and dry sanding

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building  
 and diY work

E-D-SANDING-BLOCK Cork, rounded
-  light, rectangular cork block;
 available in one standard size of 10.5cm x 6cm x 4cm

-  designed for hand sanding surfaces made of metal, wood or plastic

-  plain sanding surface with angular edges, rounded edges along the hand rest; 
 suitable for wet and dry sanding

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building  
 and diY work

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1360109

E-D-METAL-SPREADER-SET
(Japanese spatula)

in 4 sizes: 5cm x 9cm, 8cm x 12cm,
10cm x 12cm, 12cm x 12cm

        1 bag =        1 set =     4 pcs.
1 box = 100 bags = 400 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900302 E-D-SANDING-BLOCK Cork, angular
10.5cm x 6cm x 2.5cm

                          1 bag =   10 pcs.
1 box = 50 bags = 500 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900301 E-D-SANDING-BLOCK Cork, rounded
10.5cm x 6cm x 4cm

                          1 bag =   10 pcs.
1 box = 50 bags = 500 pcs.
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E-D-SANDING-BLOCK Rubber, black
-  Convex rubber block with flexible slits and thorns along the narrow edges  
 for clamping sanding paper; 
 available in one standard size of 12cm x 6.5cm x approx. 3.2cm

-  Especially designed for hand sanding plain surfaces made of metal,
 wood or plastic

-  plain sanding surface with rounded hand rest; suitable for wet and dry sanding

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting, 
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building  
 and diY work
 

E-D-SANDING-BLOCK Foam, yellow
-  convex foam block with Velcro® pads on three sides for attaching sanding
 disks with Ø 150mm;
 available in one standard size of 15cm x 8.5cm x approx. 4.6cm

-  designed for hand sanding surfaces made of metal, wood or plastic

-  Plain sanding surface and rounded hand rest with indentations for 3 fingers; 
 suitable for wet and dry sanding

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building  
 and diY work

E-D-SANDING-BLOCK-SET Foam, yellow, 6 pieces
-  Set contains 1 convex foam block (master block) with Velcro® pads on three 
 sides for attaching sanding disks with Ø 150mm;
 standard size of 15cm x 8.5cm x approx. 4.6cm

-  Additionally, 5 differently shaped accessory blocks with Velcro® pads
 on the flat surface for attaching them to the master block

-  Especially designed for hand sanding convex surfaces made of metal,
 wood or plastic

-  accessory blocks are adapted to various convex sanding surfaces;
 master block with rounded hand rest and indentations for 3 fingers;
 suitable for wet and dry sanding

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building  
 and diY work

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900306 E-D-SANDING-BLOCK Rubber
12cm x 6.5cm x approx. 3.2cm, black

                             1 box = 10 pcs.
1 carton = 6 boxes = 60 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900303 E-D-SANDING-BLOCK Foam
15cm x 8.5cm x approx. 4.6cm, yellow

                              1 box =   6 pcs.
1 carton = 10 boxes = 60 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900304
E-D-SANDING-BLOCK-SET Foam

6 pieces, yellow; comes in high-quality,
closable plastic box

                            1 box =   1 set
1 carton = 16 boxes = 16 sets
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E-D-HAND-SANDING-PAD flexible
-  High-quality circular sanding pad made of soft and flexible foam material
 with an adjustable hand strap and Velcro® pads for attaching sanding disks
 with Ø 150mm

-  designed for hand sanding plain, convex or concave surfaces and edges
 made of metal, wood or plastic

-  Very flat, flexible and handy; suitable for wet and dry sanding

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building 
 and diY work

E-D-PUMP-SPRAYER
-  high-quality, solvent-resistant plastic bottle (1 liter) with a screwable pump
 and spraying device as well as an adjustable spray nozzle

-  designed for spraying liquids on surfaces of various kinds

-  Especially for atomizing cleaning liquids prior to varnishing and painting

-  Viton gaskets used in the sprayer are suitable for silicone remover and solvents

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors as well as for diY work

E-D-SPRAY-SAMPLE-METAL-PLATES
-  primer-coated metal sheets available in 2 colors (white and gray) including a 
 black separation line; available in one standard size of 10.5cm x 15cm

-  designed for applying spray-coat samples (water or solvent-based paints) and 
 for the subsequent control of true color match and paint hiding power

-  the sheet’s back may be used to note down material and client information

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially for spray painting

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900307 E-D-HAND-SANDING-PAD flexible
Ø 149mm, flat and soft 1 box = 200 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1112011 E-D-PUMP-SPRAYER
1 liter, with Viton gaskets 1 box = 60 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0912511 E-D-SPRAY-SAMPLE-METAL-PLATES
10.5cm x 15cm, white

                          1 box =    200 pcs.
1 carton = 5 boxes = 1,000 pcs.

0912512 E-D-SPRAY-SAMPLE-METAL-PLATES
10.5cm x 15cm, gray

                          1 box =    200 pcs.
1 carton = 5 boxes = 1,000 pcs.
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E-D-RUBBER-DISK-SET
-  high-quality rubber disks with plastic adapters for 8mm threads and 6mm pins; 
 available in one standard size of 88mm x 15mm

-  designed for simple and residue-free removal of adhesive stripes, trim lines  
 and decorative foils as well as stickers

-  Suitable for varnishes and apints of all types; applicable on surfaces made of 
 metal, glass and plastic

-  please note the maximum operating speed of 2,500 rpm to prevent damages
 to the surface

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in car body and paint 
 shops, in foil-decorating, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building  
 and diY work

E-D-SCRAPER-BLADE-HOLDER 
with replacement blades
-  handy scraper made of metal with slide-in blade

-  designed for removing cured adhesive, varnish and paint residue, 
 especially on glass surfaces

-  replacement blades are single packed for safe storage and removal

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops and diY work

E-D-TOUCH-UP-PAINT-TIPS Micro
-  Thin, yellow sticks with easily bendable and lint-free soft fiber tips (fine)

-  For spot-repair of small surface damages and other minor paint scratches

-  designed for applying paints of all types as well as adhesives, solvents or oils

-  Stored in a small, transparent dispenser box

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops and diY work

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0910521 E-D-RUBBER-DISK-SET
88mm x 15mm with plastic adapter

                             1 bag =   1 set
1 box = 50 bags = 50 sets

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1360110 E-D-SCRAPER-BLADE-HOLDER                             1 bag =      1 set
1 box = 100 bags = 100 sets

1360111
Replacement blades

for E-D-SCRAPER-BLADE-HOLDER
single packed

                            1 box = 100 pcs.
      1 carton = 8 boxes = 800 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900201 E-D-TOUCH-UP-PAINT-TIPS Micro
fine, yellow

                              1 box =      100 pcs.
1 carton = 200 boxes = 20,000 pcs.
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E-D-TOUCH-UP-PAINT-BRUSH-SET on cardboard
-  36 fine brushes (cat tongue shape) with coated handle and nickel plated 
 ferrules; available in three sizes (each 12 x no. 4, no. 6, no. 8), 
 assorted on a cardboard

-  Especially designed for touching up and paint repairs

-  Suitable for applying paints of all types as well as adhesives, solvents or oils

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as
 yacht building and diY work

E-D-FLAT-BRUSH Nylon 30mm
-  trim brush with plastic handle, nickel plated ferrules and nylon bristles,
 30mm wide

-  Designed for processing brushing body filler and putty, sealant and
 underbody coating

-  Excellent transfer of material and ideal spreading features; solvent-resistant

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in car body and
 paint shops, in boat as well as yacht building and diY work

E-D-CLEANING-NEEDLE-SET and refill pack
-  Small needles with very fine barbs (micro) for use with a pen holder

-  designed for removing lint, dust and small dirt particles from freshly painted
 and still wet surfaces and parts without damaging the surface

-  Set contains 1 pen holder and 10 individually blistered needles;
 cleanly stored in a case until use

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as yacht building 
 and diY work

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900203
E-D-TOUCH-UP-PAINT-BRUSH-SET
36 pieces, 12 brushes of each size,

on cardboard with Euro punch

1 cardboard = 1 set = 3 x 12 pcs.
1 box = 125 cardboards = 125 sets

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900204 E-D-FLAT-BRUSH
nylon bristles, 30mm wide 1 box = 70 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0914097
E-D-CLEANING-NEEDLE-SET

1 case, 1 pen holder,
10 individually blistered needles

1 box = 100 sets

0914098 E-D-CLEANING-NEEDLE refill pack
needles in blister pack

                      1 blister =   10 needles
1 bag = 10 blisters = 100 needles
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E-D-SPRAY-GUN-CLEANING-KIT, 12 pieces
-  Basic set consisting of 3 different circular brushes (natural bristle),
 1 cleaning brush (natural bristle), 1 trim brush (natural bristle),
 1 precision needle, 5 toothpicks and 1 can of silicone-free grease
 for spray gun needle and thread

-  thorough cleaning and maintenance of the paint-channel parts as well as
 the spray gun thread and body

-  Suitable for paints of all types; water and solvent-resistant

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially after spray painting

E-D-SPRAY-GUN-CLEANING-KIT, 17 pieces
-  Extended set consisting of 4 different circular brushes (3 nylon, 1 natural bristle), 
 1 cleaning brush (nylon bristle), 5 different, small precision circular brushes  
 (nylon bristle), 1 fine brush (nylon bristle) as well as 6 different precision needles

-  thorough cleaning and maintenance of the paint-channel parts as well as
 the spray gun thread and body

-  Suitable for paints of all types; water and solvent-resistant

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially after spray painting

E-D-SPRAY-GUN-CLEANING-KIT, 22 pieces
-  All-in set consisting of 4 different circular brushes (3 nylon bristle, 1 brass wire),  
 1 cleaning brush (nylon bristle), 5 different, small precision circular brushes  
 (nylon bristle), 3 different fine brushes (nylon bristle), 1 fine brush holder,  
 6 precision needles, 1 precision needle holder as well as 1 small flask of silicone- 
 free oil for spray gun needle, spring, trigger and thread

-  thorough cleaning and maintenance of the paint-channel parts as well as
 the spray gun thread and body

-  Suitable for paints of all types; water and solvent-resistant

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially after spray painting

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900212 E-D-SPRAY-GUN-CLEANING-KIT, 12 pieces
on blister card with Euro punch

                        1 box = 12 sets
1 carton = 6 boxes = 72 sets

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900217 E-D-SPRAY-GUN-CLEANING-KIT, 17 pieces
on blister card with Euro punch

                         1 box = 12 sets
1 carton = 6 boxes = 72 sets

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900222 E-D-SPRAY-GUN-CLEANING-KIT, 22 pieces
in a high-quality closable plastic box 1 box = 20 sets
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E-D-CLAMP-SET, 10 pieces
-  Easy to handle pliers made of durable plastic with stainless steel springs;
 available in three sizes (10cm, 15cm, 23cm)

-  Designed for securing and fixing various parts made of metal, plastic,  
 wood and glass

-  Solid, impact-proof, strong and handy 

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as
 yacht building and diY work

E-D-MIXING-NOZZLE, 2K 50cc
-  rounded mixing nozzles made of plastic, attachable to 50cc standard
 cartridges; available in one standard size of 8cm

-  designed for clean, accurate mixing and applying of 2K material

-  low pressure drag; optimal mixing ratios at short distance

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in house-painting,
 car body and paint shops, in wood processing, in boat as well as
 yacht building and diY work

E-D-SPRAY-GUN-HOLDER magnetic
-  Wall fixing with slip-resistant plastic coating, attached to a magnetic plate; portable

-  designed for use with a wide range of gravity feed spray guns, clean and easy to use

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, in spray booths and paint mixing rooms

TOOL CART
-  handy and solid workshop cart of varnished steel plate, mounted on two regular 
 and two locking caster wheels

-  designed for storage of various tools and equipment such as sanders and
 polishing machines, masking tape, buffing materials, respirators etc.

-  Fitted with a wide push handle, two lockable ball bearing slide drawers,
 two rubber coated sliding worktops with a storage compartment underneath
 as well as an open storage tray on the bottom

-  dimensions: 70cm x 37cm x 83cm (W x d x h), maximum load: 150kg per item

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors, especially in work and paint shops

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0999984 E-D-CLAMP-SET, 10 pieces
in 3 sizes: 4 x 10cm, 4 x 15 cm, 2 x 23cm

                         1 box =   1 set
1 carton = 12 boxes = 12 sets

Item# Description Packaging Unit

1131032 E-D-MISCHDÜSE, 2K 50cc
8cm, rounded, transparent

                    1 bag =      12 pcs.
1 box = 100 bags = 1,200 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900210 E-D-SPRAY-GUN-HOLDER magnetic                         1 box =   6 pcs.
1 carton = 6 boxes = 36 pcs.

Item# Description Packaging Unit

0900100 TOOL CART 
dismantled in a solid carton 1 carton = 1 piece





Paint Accessories

PNEUMAtIC tooLS
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DYNABRADE DYNORBITAL SUPREME®
ORBITAL SANDER, pneumatic
-  high-performance and solid orbital sander with 12,000 rpm and air 
 consumption of 510 l/min, ergonomically shaped housing, low noise  
 level and smooth running; equipped with the dynabrade premium  
 urethan disk wheel

-  designed for demanding and intensive sanding jobs, adaptable with  
 various vacuum systems

-  Available with three different disk Ø (89mm = 3.5″, 127mm = 5″,  
 152mm = 6″) and optionally with three different orbital strokes  
 (2.5mm, 5mm, 10mm)

-  optimized bearing seals protect against sanding residue and thus  
 reduce the bearing temperature for a prolonged operational life cycle

-  For use in the industrial and crafts sectors
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Technische Änderungen vorbehalten

Model No. Ø in mm Stroke in mm rpm Weight in kg Vacuum system Air consumption in l/
min

56800 89 5 12,000 1 no 510

56815 127 5 12,000 1 no 510

56826 152 5 12,000 1 no 510

56840 89 2,5 12,000 1 no 510

56850 127 2,5 12,000 1 no 510

56859 152 2,5 12,000 1 no 510

56870 89 10 12,000 1 no 510

56880 127 10 12,000 1 no 510

56890 152 10 12,000 1 no 510

56803 89 5 12,000 1 Self-vacuuming 510

56818 127 5 12,000 1 Self-vacuuming 510

56829 152 5 12,000 1 Self-vacuuming 510

56843 89 2,5 12,000 1 Self-vacuuming 510

56853 127 2,5 12,000 1 Self-vacuuming 510

56862 152 2,5 12,000 1 Self-vacuuming 510

56873 89 10 12,000 1 Self-vacuuming 510

56883 127 10 12,000 1 Self-vacuuming 510

56893 152 10 12,000 1.1 Self-vacuuming 510

56804 89 5 12,000 1 central vacuuming 510

56819 127 5 12,000 1 central vacuuming 510

56830 152 5 12,000 1 central vacuuming 510

56844 89 2.5 12,000 1 central vacuuming 510

56854 127 2.5 12,000 1 central vacuuming 510

56863 152 2.5 12,000 1 central vacuuming 510

56874 89 10 12,000 1 central vacuuming 510

56884 127 10 12,000 1 central vacuuming 510

56894 152 10 12,000 1 central vacuuming 510
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Machinery and equipment for 

highest demands in all areas of 

solvent recycling, waste water 

treatment, processing process 

water as well as cleaning spray 

guns and tools – professional, 

cost-efficient, sustainable.

high-quality paint accessory pro-

ducts for various fields of appli-

cation in all industrial and crafts 

sectors – performance-minded, 

straightforward, effective and 

user-friendly.

high-grade and adequate per-

sonal protective equipment for 

various working environments 

and – compliant to all relevant 

standards, risk-reducing, safe.

We bring together what belongs  
together: service, quality and  
reliability.
at drEFi we present the brands  

drEhKopF and Fidi as well as our new 

brand northShiEld.  

We pool resources and competencies, 

focused on our customers. all in order 

to continue offering products of highest 

standards.


